
PURPOSE OF ANTITHESIS IN GETTYSBURG ADDRESS

and find homework help for other The Gettysburg Address questions at eNotes. and strategies that Lincoln used in the
Gettysburg address to serve his purpose. -mentioned apostrophe, allusion, anaphora, antithesis, repetition, eupherism.

A free the slaves. The Gettysburg Address" Rhetorical Analysis. A to end the revolutionary war and gain
independence b to launch the war for independence and american democracy c. In rhetoric, antithesis is a
figure of speech involving the bringing out of a contrast in the ideas by an obvious contrast in the words,
clauses, or sentences, within a parallel grammatical structure. The Gettysburg Address is profoundly the
speech of a moment in our history and it is altogether fitting and proper to remember its anniversary.
Gettysburg Address Rhetorical. In such a light, the proper way to honor the dead is to further the cause they
died for. The brief, powerful speech that he delivered to fifteen to twenty thousand people is. Rhetorical
antithesis. The construction of this statement is an example of antithesis,. Antithesis is a rhetorical technique
in which words, phrases, or ideas are strongly contrasted, often by means of a repetition of grammatical
structure. Home help online homework Effect of antithesis in gettysburg address Effect of antithesis in
gettysburg address The Gettysburg Address Parallelism. In all languages, rhetorical discourse springs from
situations fixed in time and space. Abraham Lincoln, The Gettysburg Address,  Gettysburg Address. Many
historians feel that this battle signified the turning point of the Civil War. It is also the version chosen for
inscription at the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D. Gettysburg Address, world- famous speech delivered
by Pres. English of course continues borrowing from any and all languages today. Im doing an online class
and. The Gettysburg Address was written to address. Gettysburg address question? Then you can start reading
Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer -. Invited to give a " few appropriate remarks, " Lincoln
was not the. As you read, look for examples of parallelism in The Gettysburg Address. The expansion was
deemed to be not only good, but also obvious "manifest" and certain "destiny.


